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  第二，把演员、文武场乐师、舞美怎样再创造用文字呈现。 
  第三，是笔者针对演员如何依循讲戏内容再创造的注解。 







































































At all the times, Scenario Drama is the primary performing style for the most of 
Taiwanese Opera Troupes. The modes of “story-telling” and “collective 
improvisation” are its special creating style.  Except for the main story line which 
gives the structure of the play, the others all are changeable, it is known as “live 
show”. 
 
Chen Sheng-Guo, the first of list of Taiwanese Opera play writer and director, 
and “story-teller” of Scenario Drama, has written forty standard dramas and orally 
created 235 scenario dramas. The fabulous quantity of works makes him to become 
the most prolific play writer and most influential play writer and director in Taiwanese 
Opera history. Therefore, researching on Chen Sheng-Guo’s scenario drama is not 
only essential for studying Chinese Operas history and its theory but also for have the 
meanings of filling up the emptiness and deepening. 
 
  While there is no existing script to be examined for the dissertation , no doubt it 
is very difficult to present the creating activities in writing form. This article attempts 
to adopt “table method” to analyze the cases.  The table is divided into four columns: 
“Story-telling by Chen Sheng-Guo”, “Transcript”, “Recreation by actors”, and 
“Remark by author”. According to the dictation of the visual recordings, the author 
drops the information into corresponding columns in order to analyze thoroughly 
including four steps: Firstly, dictating Chen Sheng-Guo’s instruction of mise-en-scene, 
percussion patter, tunes and music, actors’ gestures and stage movement, plots, lines 
and lyrics. Secondly, recording the actors’ lines, tunes and music arrangement, and 
stage property recreated by performers in writing.  Thirdly, remarking on actors’ 
recreation based on the instructions from story-telling by the author.  The last is to 
interactively remark Chen Sheng-Guo’s logically thinking of story-telling and actors’ 
recreation. 
 
In this ground, we can attempt to analyze what kind of artistic creation is for 















thinking, could be a play writer, a director, an actor, a theatrical technician in any 
moment depending on the information he delivers.  However, “table method” is 
adopted here merely to resolve the difficulties andvarieties on “live show” studies, 
but cannot be applied to all repertoire. Thus, thisarticle focuses on two selected plays 
which is very differentiated to each other.  
 
Scenario Drama of Taiwanese Opera can be divided into two categories: 
Classical Drama and New Taiwanese Opera. Two plays with exceptional different 
style from both categories are chosen to be analyzed: one is “Joint Judgment on Sun 
Bin called by Confucian, Buddhism and Taoism; Sun Bi wept bitterly at Night in 
Yi-Chou City” (Classical Drama), and the other is “Legend of Nine Dragons – Bi-An” 
(New Taiwanese Opera). This article critically examined the creation of Scenario 
Drama and its performance by using table method, along with the aspects of “theme 
and subject matter”, “type and style”, “extremely integration of artistic thinking” and 
“collective improvisation” to profoundly demonstrates Chen Sheng-Guo’s creating 
methods and aesthetics value.  To select Chen Sheng-Guo as the research object and 
his works both by written and story-telling as research scope are the emphasis in this 
article. 
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